NEW CS 80

Powerful, effective & even more value for money

Key features

GreenMech’s range of Pedestrian
Chippers is now expanded with
the introduction of the CS 80.
Featuring a 12hp pull-start engine, the CS 80 becomes the new, entrylevel model but maintains the CS 100’s well-established reputation for
combining useable power with accessibility.
The CS 80 is ideal for gardens, estates, leisure and amenity
applications where access can often be limited.

 100mm chipping capacity
 12 hp Loncin pull-start engine
 Twin reversible chipping blades
 Adjustable discharge chute
 Optional dedicated trailer
 From 191kg weight
YEAR
WARRANTY
AS STANDARD

160

315

Straight

Power: 120dB
Pressure: 96dB

4” • 100mm

191kg
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CS 80

Technical Specification...

Powerful, effective & even more value for money

The compact gravity feed chipper that copes with all tasks
Designed with the professional Landscaper, Arborist or Parks
Manager in mind, the CS 80 makes easy work of a wide range
of wood waste and vegetation. Compact and
easy to move, this powerful workhorse combines
versatility with economy making it the ideal chipper
for big jobs in small spaces.

Fabricated from sheet steel at our Warwickshire manufacturing
headquarters, this robust chipper is unquestionably built to last.
Our exacting engineering standards coupled with top quality paint
finish ensure it will stand up to the rigours of daily use and keep its
looks and value for years to come.

Its impressive chipping ability for timber up to 100mm in
diameter is provided by twin long-life reversible blades made
of high grade steel that can be easily re-sharpened, thus
helping to ensure low running costs.
The wide, open design of the infeed chute enables large
volumes of bushy material to be processed with minimal
snedding/reducing, saving you time and money. A powerful
centrifugal force with the help of a deflector plate ejects the
wood chip out of the discharge chute. Three positions on the
discharge head along with the adjustable deflector allow the
operator to chip into the required direction and up to 5m.
The CS 80 has the option of being transported in the
back of a van or on its own bespoke trailer. At only
760mm wide it easily gets into tight spaces and through
restricted access such as back gardens, making it perfect
for ‘on-the-spot’ chipping.
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